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For the Model Bulder and Flyer - November 2016 Issue

 It’s been an unusually pleasant fall season in western Illinois this year.
Of course the crops are being harvested and the trees can no longer hide
models in their leaves since most of the leaves are on the ground.  Not very
windy either with calm mornings and evenings, so get out and fly because
winter is coming.

 We have a good selection of historical models and the first of a three
part series of those great Douglas Rolfe drawings that originally appeared in
Air Trails magazines under the title “Air Progress”.  The first of this series
traces the “Development of the Aeroplane” beginning in 1490 through
1890.  The pages printed full size would fit on 11 x 17 inch paper and framed
would make a good addition to a den or “man cave.”  Watch for the next two
of the series in the next two issues of RCMW.

 We get questions about where to find supplies and services now that
the local hobby shop has gone the way of the public telephone for the most
part.  So RCMW will be starting a feature where the names and contact
information of various suppliers can be found.  The first of this series is
included in this issue.

 Also in this issue is another new design by our regular contributing
editor, Bob Aberle.  This time Bob provides and updated RC version of the
CIVY HEARSE, a PAA Load model originally designed by Paul Gilliam that
appeared in the May 1950 issue of Model Airplane News magazine.  The
original had 40 square inches of wing area and was powered by an Arden .19
engine.  Bob’s version is 250 square inches with electric power and Micro RC.

 We’ve included another of the SMILIN’ JACK Sunday comic strips
and a 3-View of the SCHOENFELDT FIRECRACKER racer that originally
appeared in the December 1972 issue of RC Modeler magazine.

 Bob Palmer and Ted Goyet developed HI-BOY, a high wing U-
Control stunt ship that appeared in the August 1954 issue of Model Airplane
News.  Nice looking ship and interesting discussion of advantages.

 The HELIOPLANE FF scale model by Henry Struck represents the
prototype STOL design developed by two aero-engineering professors using
wings from a production Piper.  The ideas later became the basis for the Helio
Aircraft.  The model comes from the February 1953 Air Trails.

 Stanzel, the monoline control folks in Texas had a series of designs.
The SUPER V SHARK presented here was one.  The plan comes from Lou
Cumpston.

 Bob Boucher, early supplier of electric motors for models, had this
enlarged Cleveland VIKING with electric power and RC control featured in
the January 1985 issue of Model Builder magazine.

 And last, but not least, the Half-A pencil bomber TOP BANANA was
a Skyline Products kit that is now OK for SAM competition since it was dated
in 1950.  Several are being built for competition as you read this.

Roland Friestad, Editor - Sorry to be late for this issue - Unavoidable -
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Subscribe to RCMW
 RCMW is the only model airplane
magazine that provides all plans as full size
PDF files in every issue.  All pages of the
monthly online magazine can be printed out,
including the full size PDF files, using your
own computer printer.

 If you like to build models you will
appreciate the ability to see again antiques, old
classics, reproductions of kits, as well as new
designs made for the reliable, lightweight Mi-
cro RC equipment currently available.

 If you are one of the “Buy-&-Fly” fra-
ternity and would like to learn how to build and
repair models, RCMW is also the magazine to
read.

 Each issue is full of useful information
rather than just a seemingly unending series of
advertising for expensive models and equip-
ment.

 Subscriptions are $24 for a full year of
12 issues and you can also download the previ-
ous 11 issues on a rotating basis if you wish.

     To Subscribe, send $24 via PayPal to
 cardinal.eng@grics.net

     Don’t use PayPal ? - Send $24 US - (check,
money order (or cash at your own risk) to ---

 Roland Friestad
 1640 N Kellogg Street
 Galesburg, IL 61401
 USA

Copyright 2016 - R.W. Friestad - Not For Resale - Please Do Not Post on the Internet

ON THE COVER
Cartoonist Martin Filchock gives us his

Impression of the NATS.
From the Cover of the August 1953

Issue of Flying Models
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CIVY-HEARSE
250

by Bob Aberle

A Free-Flight plane from the fifties, revisited in
2016 with electric power and RC assist.

BACKGROUND
 Towards the latter part of the forties fueled
ignition engines gave way to the then new glow
plug engines.  The lack of an ignition coil,
condenser and batteries, saved considerable model
weight.

 With the advent of these first glow engines
we began to see improvements in free-flight
aircraft design.  Planes like Paul Gilliam's CIVY
BOY became one of the favorites back then. These
new free-flight designs included very large stab
areas, which allowed for a rearward location of the
CG, along with long tail moment arms.

 I recently published a 20 inch span micro
version of the CIVY BOY to be flown in the new
E-20 electric free-flight contests.  You can find my
construction article in the March 2016 issue of
RCMW.

 As a high school student in the early fifties
I had always wanted to build a PAA load version
of the CIVY BOY, known as the CIVY HEARSE.
The original Paul Gilliam construction article
appeared in the May 1950 issue of Model Airplane
News.  It had 400 square inches of wing area and
was powered by an Arden .19 glow engine.  As a
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15 year old I tried to scratch build a reduced size
CIVY HEARSE.  Unfortunately I didn't have the
skills 60 years ago to complete the construction.
But now all these years later I decided to try again.
The result is this 250 square inch version, with
modern electric power and RC assist.  It is the
subject of this article.

ABOUT THE NEW VERSION
 I made a few subtle changes to the original
design. But by in large I maintained the overall
appearance.  I kept the wing rib spacing and airfoil
as per the original. I probably could have skipped
every other rib, but decided not to.  The original
had the wing spars going through the center of
each rib. I switched to more conventional structure
which made assembly a lot easier.
The stab area was 50% of the wing area, with the
CG on the wing trailing edge. I made my CG
slightly forward of that mark. I'll explain that later
on.  As I normally do, I added area to the vertical
fin and rudder.  The original nose was very short,
so I extended the motor location about an inch
further forward.
 For the stab construction I tried something
new employing bent sticks instead of ribs.  It went
together easily and I recommend you try it.  Next
is a static photo of the completed CIVY HEARSE-
250 along with a second photo showing me
holding the plane, to give you an idea of the
overall size.

CONSTRUCTION
 I like to always start with the wing.  As you
can see in the next photos there are a lot of wing
ribs to cut out.  You might want to consider having
Bob Holman laser cut a set of wing ribs.  His
website is as follows:

http://www.bhplans.com/



 The wing tips are cut from 3/16 inch balsa
sheet.  Observe the wood grain as shown on the
plans.

 Keep in mind that the two main wing spars
(top and bottom) are made from 1/16 X 1/4
basswood.  The rear spars (top and bottom) are
made from 1/16 X 1/8 basswood.  The forward
single spar, actually a turbulator spar, is made
from 3/32 square basswood.  This basswood can
easily be obtained from one of the national craft
stores, like A.C. Moore Inc.

 The wing construction sequence follows in
the next series of photos.

 The wing has a flat center section, then
comes the main wing panel and finally the tip
panel. Both the dihedral and polyhedral joints are
reinforrced with 1/32 plywood braces.

 The next photo is the completed wing
ready for covering. I believe at this stage it
weighed 1.5 ounces.
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 The stab is next. I employed a little
different technique than you might expect.  First
the bottom of the stab is cut from 1/16 balsa
sheeting.  Next the leading and trailing edges are
added along with two spars that taper slightly from
the center to the tip.  I stripped these spars from
1/8 balsa sheet using a steel straight edge and an
X-Acto knife.  The final item is the ribs which are
bent over the spars to create the airfoil shape.  This
is the photos sequence:

 Leave an open space at the stab center so
that the vertical fin can be inserted.  Here a scrap
piece of 1/16 inch balsa verifies the space required.

 This is the completed stab, now with the
elevator, which is made from 3/16 X 3/4 inch
trailing stock with an added leading edge of 3/16
square balsa.  That makes the total elevator width,
15/16 of an inch.
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 The previous photo shows the completed
stab and wing ready for covering.  Note that the
1/16 balsa vertical fin and rudder has been added
to the stab.

 Now we start on the fuselage. It is made up
mostly of 3/16 inch square medium balsa.  I use
scrap balsa to form a building jig of sorts.  Each of
the two sides is built up individually.  The jig

 The forward section of the fuselage has
1/16 inch balsa fill from the wing trailing edge
position up to the firewall.  This balsa should be
flush with the outside of the fuselage so be sure
you make one left and one right side.
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There is a fill piece at the top rear of the fuselage.
It is made from 3/16 inch balsa.  The stab will rest
on this piece, so make sure you make that part
exactly as shown on the plans, otherwise your
incidence angle might be off.

 Now we start with the battery
compartment. The battery will be inserted into this
box from the forward fuselage bottom. Rubber
bands hold the battery in place. This compartment
is constructed from 1/8 inch medium balsa.
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 The landing gear is next and it is made
from 3/32 inch diameter wire.  Note that this gear
is attached to a plywood former (F-2) using soft
copper wire and 5 minute epoxy cement.  Then the
former, with the gear, is installed into the fuselage.

 By doing it this way the bending is not
critical, only the plywood former is. Making the
landing gear fit inside the fuselage sides use to
cost me a lot of wasted wire until I got the exact
fit. Think about that!

 Now we have essentially a completed
aircraft, that only requires covering.

 At this point you can cover the stab and
elevator.  I used Ultracote transparent lite in
yellow and BP Hobbies Solite in red opaque.
DuBro electric flyer hinge tape can be applied
after covering.

 Proceed to cover the vertical fin and rudder
and hinge the rudder to the fin. The vertical fin
then is inserted into the slot built into the center of
the stab.



 Typically the rudder and elevator are
connected the same way. Control wire diameter is
.025 inches. A “Z” bend is used at the servo output
arm. Back at the tail surfaces I used  DuBro Micro
Control horns (#919) and Mini EZ Connectors
(#915). The EZ connector lets you make easy
control surface adjustments at the flying field.

 Next step in very important. I pre-cover
just the rear portion of the fuselage. This will be
the area where the control rod sleeving will
penetrate the fuselage side and/or top (as in the
case of the rudder).

 Now mount the wing to the fuselage
temporarily to use as a reference point when
attaching the stab/fin. Use 5 minute epoxy to
attach the stab to the fuselage.

 Next comes the servo installation.  The
elevator servo is inside the left fuselage side while
the rudder servo is mounted to the right fuselage
side.  I use 3M double sided mounting tape

followed up with an application of Permatex clear
silicone adhesive/sealant. The two control rod
wires travel inside Stevens Aero Models .073 ID
yellow Teflon tubing. Make sure you anchor that
tubing in at least a half dozen places as it travels
from the servo to the control surfaces.
 The receiver is mounted on the inside of
the right fuselage side, between the servo and the
wing leading edge position. Same technique as
was the case with the servos.

 The ESC sits on top of the battery
compartment floor. It is hard wired to the three
motor wires. No connector pins were used.

 This is a close up of the motor I selected.
It is the Innov8tive Designs 2204/40 brushless
with a Kv-1570.  It is capable of power inputs up
to 100 watts operating on 3 cells.  Or on two cells
it would run more like 60 watts input power.  That
lower input power can still fly this CIVY
HEARSE.

 The 3 cell 1400 mAh Li-Po battery pack is
inserted into the bottom of the fuselage directly
behind the firewall.   This pack weighs 4.5 ounces.
It is held in place by two small rubber bands.
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 Close up shots of the elevator and rudder
control connections.

 Now several static photos f the completed
and covered CIVY HEARSE-250 weighing 16.1

ounces.  The transparent covering material makes
this an impressive plane in flight.

FINAL CG & CONTROL THROWS
 The final CG position ended up about 1
inch forward of the wing trailing edge as shown on
the plans.  This is my location when using the 4.5
ounce referenced battery pack.  The rudder control
throw amounted to 3/4 inch on either side of the
neutral position.  The elevator throw was 5/16 inch
either side.

FLYING
 First I want to show you my traditional
first flight shot of Tom Hunt (President of the
SEFLI club and a member of the AMA Hall of
Fame).  Tom has just released the CIVY HEARSE.
Next comes several flight shots that tells the whole
story.

  For its day, the CIVY HEARSE was a
major step forward in free flight design. The big
stab and the long tail moment arm can make for
challenges in flight. Keep in mind, this plane was
originally designed as a free fight without any RC
assist.
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 Early on in our test flying it was apparent
that this plane is subject to barrel rolling when
control of the rudder and elevator is exercised.  To

initially cope with the problem,  I added more
vertical fin area, which is included on the plans.
 I reduced the rudder control throw down to
80% (20% less than full) and added in about 50%
expo on the rudder.  I also switched from a 3.8
ounce (3 cell 1300) battery to one that weighed 4.5
ounces (3 cell 1400).

 Having done all of this the plane flew
much better.  But we did find that at full power the
100 watts is a little much.  That's when the barrel
rolling becomes obvious.  Knowing this you might
want to consider reducing power by going down
to a 2 cell battery pack.  But if you do choose to do
that, make sure the battery pack still weighs at
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least 4.5 ounces (either by going to a higher
capacity pack or by adding lead weight).

 If you decide to go for a 2 cell battery pack
let me give you a little tip.  Replace the 6 inch
diameter APC prop with a larger GWS 8 X 4.3
prop. This will produce a power input of around
60 watts.

 Still in all the little CIVY HEARSE flew
well and looks just great in flight with the sun
shining through that transparent covering.

Consider also that with this design you really end
up with two wings (the wing and the stab).  So the
real benefit of this is a beautiful smooth and slow
glide when the power is turned off.

SUMMARY
 As a point of information this CIVY
HEARSE design marks my 70th published design
appearing in RC MICRO WORLD.  My first
RCMW design appeared in the November 2006
issue.  In that ten year period I average 7 designs
per year.  Many of the 70 were old timer replicas,
mostly reduced from their original size.  Many
more were nostalgia free-flights and RC designs.

 In addition to these 70, I also published 7
more designs in RC MICRO FLIGHT from
January 2001 until June 2004.  This was the
forerunner to RCMW.

 At 78 I'm running a little out of steam.  I
hope to continue designing and publishing up until
the spring of 2017.  I get very little feedback on
my published articles.  When I do I act upon
suggestions right away.  So if you have any planes
you would like to see as construction articles,
please send me an e-mail.  I answer everyone,
without exception.

 Bob Aberle
baberle@optonline.net

SPECIFICATIONS
Model: “CIVY HEARSE-250”
Designed Originally by Paul Gilliam and
published in the May 1950  Model Airplane News.
Reduced in Size with electric power and RC assist
by Bob Aberle (2016)

Type: A park flyer size model for sport and
duration flying
Wingspan: 41 inches
Wing Area: 250 square inches
Length: 35.5 inches
Weight: 16.1 ounces
Wing Loading 9.3 oz/sq.ft.

RC GEAR USED:
Horizon Spektrum DX-7 transmitter, Hyperion
After Market DSM2 2.4 Ghz receiver and two
Altitude Hobbies 9 gram micro servos operating
the rudder and elevator.

POWER SYSTEM USED:
Innov8tive Designs brushless outrunner motor
(Cobra C-2204/40), APC 6 X 5.5E prop,  Cobra 11
amp  brushless ESC and an Ace Gems   3 cell 1400
mAh Li-Poly battery (4.5 ounces).

POWER SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Prop: APC 6 X 5.5E
Motor current: 8.8 amps
Voltage: 11.1 volts (under load)
Power Input: 98 watts
Battery Loading: 6.3C
Power Loading: 100 watts/pound
Flight Time: 9.5 minutes with the specified 1400
mAh Li-Po battery.



SOURCE REFERENCES

Aircraft-World - Hyperion receiver, HP-6RXDSFR, DSM-2 compatible
for $13.95.)

http://www.aircraft-world.com/en/c2734221-hyperion-
receivers

Altitude Hobbies - 9 gram SP-90 micro servos
http://www.altitudehobbies.com/suppo-sp-90-9g-micro-

analog-servo

BP Hobbies - CA cement, CA accelerator, 5 minute epoxy cement, APC
prop and Solite covering material

www.bphobbies.com

Callie Graphics - AMA license number decals
admin@callie-graphics.com

Dave Brown Products - Lite Flite wheels, 2 inch diameter
http://www3.towerhobbies.com/cgi-
bin/WTI0001P?I=LXB921&P=8
DuBro - Micro control horns, Mini EZ connectors, electric flyer hinge
tape and 3/32 inch wheel collars

www.dubro.com

Hobby Partz - Ace Gems 3 cell 1400 mAh Li-Po battery
http://www.hobbypartz.com/gensacelipo.html

Innov8tive Designs - Brushless motor and ESC
http://innov8tivedesigns.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=2204%2F40

Stevens Aero Models - .073 inch OD Yellow Teflon tubing for the
rudder control rod
http://stevensaero.com/shop/product.php?productid=16639
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Now Available!!
The early issues of

AEROMODELLER
Computerized in High Resolution
On Custom USB Flash Drives
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 Now, after several months and hundreds of hours of
work, we have available high-resolution digital copies of the
British Aeromodeller magazine starting with the very first
issue dated November 1935, shown above, and through the
December 1942 issue.  These issues are extremely rare and
hard to find.  These early issues are from the late Ivor F
collection in Australia, with thanks to his son Tahn Stowe.

 Furnished on our custom made USB Flash Drives this
collection is priced at only $60 US, postpaid world-wide.
PayPal, Money Order or check drawn on a USA bank.
Catalog number - D001047 - 85 issues - Postage paid

Roland Friestad
1640 N Kellogg Street
Galesburg, Illinois, 61401
USA

P.S. - Don’t forget to
include your name and

address - (It happens !!)

Our crack staff hard at
work digitizing plans,
magazines and books

Price subject to change without notice - Effective September 2016



 The first really new stunt plane design in
five years, this high-wing cabin job was perfected
by two West Coast experts. Maneuverability is
tops.

 We're going to introduce to you a
completely new stunter: wing area approximately
400 sq in., span 46 in., length 44 in., weight with
Fox .19, 2 lb.

 Almost every model has a little story
behind it, and here's how this little jewel came
about.  Every year, I (that's Bob Palmer) usually
attend two of the contests of the season in the
Frisco area and on one of these occasions, I
became acquainted with Ted Goyet, one of the
better pilots there.

 As we conversed, the idea of trying a high
wing stunter came to both of us.  We discussed its
problems, and what you would need to be able to
fly it through the pattern.

 A low winger lends itself to stunting as a
natural.  In stunting, if you have experienced a low
winger doing tighter stunts upside down than right
side up, the reason is that a high winged plane will
do tighter loops than a wing on the bottom.
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 This is because the wing is above the
center of gravity.  Now when you turn a low wing
over into inverted flight, you have a high wing, so
we've done the same thing, only in reverse, and
flying the Hi-Boy bears this out.  It does tighter
inside loops than outside loops.

 At a later contest, I received word that Ted
had come down with polio.  I wrote him a letter
and found that he had almost finished a high
winger and wanted to know if I would be
interested in finishing it and trying it out.  I told
him I would be very interested.

 Ted had done a wonderful job on the plane,
and I made very few changes.  However, we did
decide to change the engine installation to one I
had used on the Pow Wow and Smoothie.  I think
highly of this method.  You're not bothered with
turning the ship upside down to check out your
tank, etc.

 We are actually giving you a choice
between the cheek cowl system you see in the
picture and the one on the drawing.  The one on
the picture is a little harder and costlier, being
composed of balsa blocks.

 This plane flies very well, accomplishing
the stunts with ease and assurance.  Its long tail
moment and engine moment make it a very
groovie and stable model.  For a sport model, this
is very good.  V braces from the fuselage up to the
wing would really enhance the appearance.

 The plans are very clear, but one of the
things to look for is the method of cutting the ribs.
The wing is tapered.  To have shown each rib
would have used up too much space.

 Take 11 pieces of 3/32 sheet balsa wood,
and cut larger than the root rib.  Place the tip rib
template, (template should be made from 1/8
plywood), over root rib template with chord lines
and trailing edge lined up and drill two clearance
holes for 6/32 bolt, one at each end of the tip rib
template within 3/4 in. of trailing edge, and 3/4 in.
of leading edge.

 Now stack the balsa wood and drill these
holes.  Insert the bolts and tighten.  You are now
ready to carve half of the wing ribs.  By carving
the balsa in a straight line from one template to the
other, including the spar slots, you will have
completed the ribs.  Remember, for the right wing,
use only 10 pieces, for the right wing is 2 in.
Shorter.

This model design appeared in the
August 1954 issue of
Model Airplane News



 Trailing edge is spliced in the center, and
wing spars are spliced.  You will notice a 1/2 in.
thick balsa doubler on the root rib.  This is very
necessary as the wing has no support in the L.E.
Also, F2 is a solid piece. We have a connecting
dowel between these pieces to give strength to this
area.

 Please note that you will have to make a
special bellcrank. Make from .051 or .062
aluminum.

 Recommended motor for this plane is Fox
.19, Torp .19, Cameron .19, Veco .29, Torp. 29,
Orwick .29, or Fox .29. I would advise sticking to
a .19. The original had a Fox .19 installed and was
flown on 55 ft. of line and speed was up to almost
60 mph.
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11x16 outside of border
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 Hank, the renowned Connecticut
craftsman and former National Champ, comes up
with this remarkable Half-A,  F/F or U/C'er

Editor's Note - The full-size working drawings
for quick construction of the Helioplane from
Air Trials Plan Service are included after this
article.
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 The model was scaled from original three-
view drawings obtained through the courtesy of
Professor Otto Koppen of M. I. T., the designer of
the Helioplane.  The configuration of the full-scale
ship satisfies so many of the requirements for a
good flying model that it almost seems to have
been designed for that purpose!

 Powered by an .039 Cub the model has
turned in many realistic flights even with scale
dihedral. The giant 9 ft. propeller of the big ship,
driven through a multiple "V" belt at about 1200
rpm, operates at optimum blade efficiency with
the engine turning over at its normal speed.  This
is an ideal feature for rubber-powered flying scale
enthusiasts.

 Modifications have been indicated on the
plans that permit the basic model to be built in
three versions, free flight gas, rubber powered, and
control line.

 Construction is quite conventional and
rugged.  Assemble the fuselage sides one atop the

other and join when dry with cut-out formers of
1/16" sheet.  Note the construction at the cabin.
The sloping former F-1 allows the wing to slide
ahead in a crack-up, as well as faithfully
reproducing the contours of the windshield.  Use
hard balsa for the longerons, spars, leading and
trailing edges.

 The center airfoil is fiat bottomed to rest on
the fuselage top, while the other sections are
undercambered  After assembling the wing panels
on the plans, join the spars at the center section
with 1/16" plywood gussets.

 For a free flight gas powered model mount
a 1/8" plywood firewall in the nose, blocking it in
place with 1/8" sheet balsa at each side.  Use an
.020 to .039 cu. in. engine for best results.  Fuel-
proof thoroughly.  Make the upper cowl block
removable to permit access to the engine for
maintenance.

HELIOPLANE
by Henry Struck

 This model by Henry Struck
appeared in the February 1953 issue
of Air Trails magazine.  The Popular
Science article info was furnished by
Mark Braunlich



 For a rubber-powered version build up a
removable nose plug and fit with bearings of
large-face bushings.  Cement 1/8" hard sheet balsa
at the rear of the fuselage to receive a 3/ 16" dowel
to hold the rubber motor.

 For maximum performance use a folding
propeller with about 50% slack in the rubber and
a tensioner device to avoid bunching of the knots,
with resultant shifting of the C.G.

 For a control line flyer install an .049 to
.099 engine in the same manner as for free flight.
Cement a 3/ 32" plywood plate in the cabin and
bolt a small bell crank to it.  Cut the horizontal tail
to the smaller outline shown and hinge the
elevators with cloth strips.  Cement a wire line
guide to the # 6 rib in the left wing.

 Sand the model thoroughly before
covering.  Use red gas tissue applied while wet.
When dry brush on clear dope plasticized with a
few drops of castor oil in each eight ounces to
minimize warpage.

 Note that the wing and landing gear "V"
struts are not cemented to the fuselage or main
landing gear struts in order to permit the parts
freedom of movement.  The wing is held to the
fuselage by a couple of rubber bands hooked on
the projecting dowels at the cabin.

 Balance the model about 2" from the
leading edge for free flight gas power.  For rubber
power the C.G. may be shifted to 2-1/2" from the
leading edge.

 Test-glide over tall grass by hand
launching to check the setting of the tail.  Bend the
elevator up slightly to correct diving, or down to
correct stalling.  Bend the rudder to obtain a slight
turn to the left for gas power, or to the right for
rubber power.

 As a control line model the C.G. should be
about 1" from the leading edge.  Fly the model on
25 to 35 ft. lines, using the longer lines in calm
weather.

The original ship was colored all red with cream
lettering and trim.  Colored tissue with Trim-Film
cut for lettering will produce the lightest job for
free flight.

A coat of clear fuel proofer should be applied to
the entire ship if gas powered.  Fuel-proof colored
dopes may be used for the control line model.
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Electric Cleveland VIKING
by Bob Boucher

INTRODUCTION
 I had been searching for a different old
timer model for my Astro Cobalt 05 geared motor.
My Playboy flew great, but the pylon was a hassle
to build and made installation of all that electricity
difficult.  I wanted a nice cabin job with a Playboy
style wing.  My search ended in Rider's Hobbv
Shop in Ann Arbor; Michigan.

 Rider's had a cute little Cleveland Viking
hanging from the ceiling.  The Viking was
designed at a 48-inch span, so I had Bob Sliff and
John Lupperger blow up the Cleveland plans to 62
inches.

A few weeks later, the first Viking was finished
and just in time for the Reno Nats.  For power I
used the Astro geared Cobalt 05 motor, a seven
cell Sanyo 800 MAH battery, the Astro electronic
on-off motor control, and a Rev-Up 11X7 prop.
My Monokoted model weighed 36 ounces,
complete with Futaba radio.
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Article and plan from the January 1985
issue of Model Builder magazine.

 I balanced the model on the spar and set
the elevator throw to 15 degrees and the rudder
throw to 30 degrees.  The V-dihedral wing has
about a 1/8 inch of tip wash-out for good luck.

 The Viking flew beautifully right off the
board.  It is very stable and easy to fly, but stiIl
quite responsive to radio command.  I was able to
average over 10 minutes of glide time from a 1-1/2
minute motor run, more than enough to max. On
many flights I got over 20 minutes.  I packed up
the Viking and headed for Reno.

 The thin air at Reno was a problem.  The
prop just did not bite enough air to get a really
good climb.  I borrowed a 12X8 Top Flite prop,
and it worked much better, but still more prop was
needed for best results.  Bob Sliff had a 16X8
Zinger which he cut to a 12·inch diameter to fit the
SAM rules.  His Cobalt 05 Playboy beat me by 30
seconds, so I had to be satisfied with second place.
Just wait till next year!!!

 Astro Flight was one of the
early electric power suppliers back in
1985 when owner Bob Boucher came
up with this enlarged version of the
Cleveland VIKING as a vehicle for his
Cobalt 05 motors.  Nice looking model
but think about the same model 30
years later and using the more power-
ful motors and batteries of today.
Should be a great flyer and lots of
fun.  Our regular full size plan is
included.



EXPECTED PERFORMANCE
 I use a computer program to simulate the
climb and glide polars of my models.  The
program contains a simplified model of the
propeller characteristics and calculates the
expected climb altitude as a function of lift
coefficient.

 The results of these calculations indicated
that the best climb is obtained with a climb angle
of 20 degrees.  Substituting a direct drive with
8X4 prop indicated that the model benefits from
the geared motor but should be able to max even
with the direct drive prop.

CONSTRUCTION
 The Viking is built from scaled-up
Cleveland plans and uses the standard built-up
construction used in almost all old timers.  This
type of construction is light and strong; with the
new super-glues it is quite easy to build.

WEIGHT SUMMARY
Wing .......... 5.7 oz
Fuselage ................................ .4.4 oz
Tail ......................................... 0.5 oz
Control rods ........................... 0.5 oz
w l"leels ................................... l.0 oz
Subtotal airframe................................. ..12.1 oz
Futaba receiver ...................... 1.5 oz
Two S.33 servos .................... 1.3 oz
250 MAH ree. bat .................. 2.0 oz
Switch harness ....................... 0.5 oz
Subtotal radio ........................................ 5.3 oz
Cobalt 05 motor... . ................ 6.00z
7-cell 800 ma battery ............. 8.6 oz
Swi tch harness ....................... 05 oz
Gear box ................................ 1.5 oz
11X7 prop .............................. 0.5 oz
Astro motor control ............... 1.5 oz
Subtotal Power ..................................... 18.6 oz
All up \veight ....................................... 36.0 oz

Cover cabin sides with 1/16" sheet balsa.  Cabin
window area and top of cowl are formed from a

single sheet.

Nice thing about transparent covering, whether
it's silk and clear dope or see thru film, you can
still see that framework.  Something you can't

get with foam and fiberglass.

Wet mold balsa motor tube over drive motor.
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 Here’s the next in our series of monthly back issues of model
airplane magazines available for download to subscribers.  This
month’s selection is the December 1933 issue of Universal Model
Airplane News.  This was the predecessor of the current Model
Airplane News magazine.

 This issue has an article about the DC-1 by Donald Douglas,
info about WWI Fokker development, an aerodynamics discusstion
by Charles Hampson Grant, several 3-Views and three model air-
plane projects with plans.  Even the old ads will make you envious
when you read the prices.

 To get your copy, just go to the following link and click on
the download button that after a short time will appear in the upper
right corner of your browser screen.  The issue will be downloaded
as a PDF file and you can read or print out any or all of the pages as
you choose.

-- CLICK ON THIS LINK PLEASE --

 This download link will be expire on February 1, 2017, so if
you’d like this issue for your own collection, better do it now.

 As a note of interest, this issue is stored in the “cloud” that
you see mentioned as one of the latest of the buzzwords used by the
computer folks.  I use a service called Mediafire which can easily
handle very large files that would otherwise cause problems with
downloading.  This issue is nearly 120 megabytes because it con-
tains about 120 pages.

 See pages 32 & 33 of this issue if you want all issues from
Vol 1, No 1 through December 1952  on a single USB Flash Drive.

Back Issue
MAGAZINE ARCHIVES

from the Digitek Books Collection
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A Gift Suggestion
 This may  not be the
most subtle way to suggest a
suitable gift for Christmas
or some other occasion but
here it is anyhow.

 As a lifelong modeler I
have received a lot of ties,
scented soap, pen and pencil
sets, and even socks and
underwear.

 If you have ever heard
the following -- "I would like
to get you something you
could use for modeling but I
have no idea what you need,"
here's an idea ------ RCMW - November 2016 - Page 31

 It might not be the most
subtle way to make a hint,
but how about printing out
pages 17, 32 and 33 from
this issue of RCMW and just
making them available to
someone who wouldn't know
what you might like to have.
You could even circle certain
items of interest.

 Or maybe even drop a
few hints about a
subscription to RCMW.  It
only costs $24 for an entire
year.

 An email message to me
at
cardinal.eng@grics.net

would get things working in
plenty of time for the
upcoming holidays.  Have her
get in touch with me and I'll
do the rest

Roland Friestad, Editor



AEROMODELLER DECEMBER 1952
USED WITH PERMISSION

Back Issues of
Model Airplane

Magazines
If you're like me, you enjoy paging through model

airplane magazines and plans, sometimes to find a project to build, to
research a particular aircraft, or to just spend some pleasant time away
from the daily grind.

If you like to build models, the magazines of today don't offer
much since they are primarily expensive catalogs of ready- to-fly
models.  There's nothing wrong with RTF or ARF models but they
don't offer much to interest model BUILDERS.

That's NOT the way it was in the past, when you had to build
a model before you could fly it.  If you're an old-timer, as I am, you
have fond memories of Air Trails, Flying Models, Model Airplane
News, Aeromodeller and many of the several other magazines
available "way back when".

If you're a relative newcomer to modeling and want to learn
how to build them, those old magazines can provide a wealth of useful
information, plans and how-to-do-it articles.

There are several problems with those old magazines. They are
sometimes hard to find, often in bad condition, and in many cases they
are so fragile that they can fall apart just by turning the pages.  This is
because they were often printed on pulp paper, also known as
newsprint.  Newsprint is inexpensive, but has residual chemicals that
cause it to deteriorate when exposed to the air and particularly to
sunlight.  Your wife or "significant other" might also ask "When are
you going to get rid of all those smelly old magazines?"

I admit to being a bit of a "nut case" but have been collecting
these magazine for over 50 years and now I am trying to digitize them
to preserve them for other modelers.  They are now available as digital
PDF files.  See the details on the next page.

Keep 'em Flying - Roland Friestad
Prices Effective April 1, 2016 - Subject to change without notice
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Send payment using Paypal to
cardinal.eng@grics.net

Or check or money order to
Roland Friestad

1640 N Kellogg Street
Galesburg, Illinois 61401

USA
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AIR TRAILS - This magazine went under several names. The final issue
was published in March of 1975.  There are 435 monthly issues included
in the complete set and priced as follows ---
D001010 - January 1937 through December 1943 - 84 issues - $50
D001011 - January 1944 through December 1950 - 84 issues - $50
D001012 - January 1951 through December 1961 - 132 issues - $50
D001013 - January 1962 through December 1971 - 96 issues - $50
D001014 - January 1972 through March 1975 - 39 issues - $25
AIR TRAILS ANNUALS -
D001009 - 1938 through 1969 - All 25 issues - $30

D001015 - SPECIAL - Complete set including the annuals -  $200

MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS - The first issue of this magazine was
published in July of 1929 and it is still being published.  We have the
following collections currently available ---

D001002 - July 1929 through December 1942 - 161 issues - $50
D001004 - January 1943 through December 1952 - 120 issues - $50

MODEL BUILDER - This magazine ran from the first issue of Septem-
ber~October 1971 through the final issue dated October, 1996 -

D001001 - The complete run - 295 issues - $75

FLYING MODELS - The first issue of this magazine to use the name
was published in June of 1947 and it is no longer published.  We have
the following collection currently available ---

D000013 - June 1947 through December 1963 - 123 issues - $50

RC MICRO FLIGHT & RC MICRO WORLD - The complete run of
RC Micro Flight, 1999 through 2004 and all issues of RC Micro
World, 2005 through 2012 are available - D001016 - $30

AEROMODELLER, the premier British model
airplane magazine is being digitized. Ready now
are all 240 issues from 1950 and 1960 including
the full size plans that were sometimes included in
each issue.  On the left is a reproduction of the
November 1935 cover of Vol 1, No 1.  All of the
earlier issues will also be available later in 2016

Catalog # D001033 - $75 - Postage Paid RC MODELER - Now available is the digital collec-
tion of the early issues of this magazine.  The collection
includes all issues from Vol 1, No 1 (October 1963)
through December 1972.  109 issues all on a single
USB Flash Drive.

D001017 - $50 - Postage paid

Prices Effective April 1, 2016 - Subject to change without notice
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